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Pathways to diversity: On UN Biodiversity Summit 
As a biodiversity convention key member, India’s pandemic recovery must be greened 

 The UN Summit on Biodiversity convened on September 30 in the midst of a global crisis caused by the 

novel coronavirus that is thought to have spilled over to humans from an animal reservoir. In New York, 

member-nations of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) took note of the link between biodiversity loss 

and the spread of animal pathogens, calling for an end to destructive industrial and commercial practices. 

There is consensus that conservation targets set a decade ago in Aichi, Japan, to be achieved by 2020, have 

spectacularly failed. Evidence is presented by the latest UN Global Biodiversity Outlook 5 report: none of the 

20 targets has been fully met. Many countries have chosen to ignore the connection between biodiversity and 

well-being, and depleted ecological capital in pursuit of financial prosperity. Among the Aichi targets that fell 

by the wayside are those on reform or phasing out of subsidies that erode biodiversity, steps for resource use 

within safe ecological limits, preventing industrial fisheries from destroying threatened species and vulnerable 

ecosystems, and an end to pollution, including growing plastic waste. A bright spot is the partial progress made 

on protecting surface and subsurface water, inland, coastal and marine areas. But the losses appear even more 

stark from WWF’s Living Planet Index, which points to precipitous declines in vertebrate populations, a key 

indicator, by 68% over 1970 levels. Faced with fast-eroding ecosystem health, the 196 CBD member-countries 

must chart a greener course, aligning it with the Paris Agreement, which has a significant impact on the health 

of flora and fauna. 

 At Wednesday’s summit, India’s message was one of pride in an ancient conservation tradition, as one 

of the few megadiverse countries, and one that recognised the value of nature as much as the destructive 

impact of unregulated resources exploitation. National laws of the 1970s and 1980s have indeed shielded 

islands of biodiversity, particularly in about 5% of the country’s land designated as protected areas, but they 

are today seen as irritants to speedy extraction of natural resources. In this unseemly hurry, due process is 

sought to be dispensed with, as envisaged by the new EIA norms proposed by the NDA government. There is 

little concern for indigenous communities that have fostered biodiversity, and no effort to make them strong 

partners in improving the health of forests and buffer zones. Now that CBD members are set to draw up fresh 

conservation targets to be finalised next year, India too has the opportunity to plan a trajectory of green 

growth after COVID-19, around clean energy, ecological agriculture, a freeze on expansion of mining and dam-

building, resource recovery from waste, and regeneration of arid lands. It should join the coalition of the 

enlightened. 

Meanings of Difficult Words: 

 

 diversity (noun) – the state/condition of having 

many different types of something; variety, range. 

 biodiversity (noun) – the existence of a number 

and variety of species (plants & animals) in a 

particular geographic region/environment. 

 summit (noun) – meeting, conference. 

 convention (noun) – treaty, agreement, accord, 

protocol. 

 pandemic (noun) – the worldwide spread of a new 

disease; The illness spreads around the world and 

typically affects a large number of people across a 

wide area. 

 green (verb) – make less damage to the 

environment. 

 convene (verb) – summon, call, assemble, gather 

together. 

 in the midst of (phrase) – in the middle of. 

 spill over (phrasal verb) – (something like an 

emotion/bad condition) spread out or fan out 

& reach to an uncontrolled level. 

 reservoir (noun) – In infectious disease ecology 

and epidemiology, a natural reservoir, also known 

as a disease reservoir or a reservoir of infection, is 

the population of organisms (living things-

plants/animals) or the specific environment in 

which an infectious pathogen (virus/bacteria) 

naturally lives and reproduces, or upon which the 

pathogen primarily depends for its survival. 
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 take note (phrase) – pay attention, take into 

consideration, watch. 

 pathogen (noun) – bacteria/virus that causes 

disease. 

 call for (phrasal verb) – require, publicly 

ask/necessitate, demand. 

 destructive (adjective) – devastating, ruinous, 

disastrous, catastrophic. 

 consensus (noun) – an idea or opinion that is 

shared by all the people in a group, 

agreement, concurrence. 

 conservation (noun) – preservation, protection, 

safeguarding. 

 decade (noun) – a period of ten years. 

 spectacularly (adverb) – largely, extremely, 

obviously, unforgettably. 

 outlook (noun) – prospects, expectations, 

hopes, lookout. 

 well-being (noun) – healthy state/condition. 

 depleted (adjective) – exhausted, used up, 

consumed; reduced, decreased, diminished. 

 ecological (adjective) – relating to the branch of 

biology which studies the interactions among 

organisms and their environment. 

 pursuit (noun) – aspiration, quest, search. 

 prosperity (noun) – wealth, good fortune, welfare. 

 fall by the wayside (phrase) – fail to continue in 

an attempt/try. 

 phase out (phrasal verb) – eliminate, remove, 

discontinue, get rid of (something in gradual 

stages). 

 subsidy (noun) – also called as subvention; a 

financial contribution granted to help an industry 

or business, mostly given by a government, in 

order to keep the price of service/goods at a low 

level. 

 erode (verb) – undermine, weaken, destroy, 

spoil gradually. 

 species (noun) – living things (organisms); A 

group/breed/family of living organisms (animals & 

plants) with the individual having the same quality 

& can breed (in nature). 

 marine (adjective) – relating to the sea. 

 fishery (noun) – areas of the sea where fish are 

caught in large quantities for commercial purposes. 

 vulnerable (adjective) – weak, exposed, 

susceptible;  at risk, unsafe, unprotected. 

 ecosystem (noun) – complex situation/ 

environment. 

 surface water (noun) – water above ground, 

including streams, rivers, lakes  etc., The ocean, 

despite being saltwater, is also considered surface 

water. 

 subsurface water (noun) – also called ground 

water; water that occurs below the surface 

of Earth. 

 stark (adjective) – clear, distinct, evident, obvious, 

striking. 

 World Wide Fund (WWF) (noun) – an international 

non-governmental organization founded in 1961 

that works in the field of wilderness preservation 

and the reduction of human impact on the 

environment. 

 Living Planet Index (LPI) (noun) – a measure of the 

state of the world’s biological diversity based on 

population trends of vertebrate species in 

terrestrial, freshwater and marine habitats. 

 point to (verb) – indicate, suggest, denote. 

 precipitous (adjective) – sudden, unexpected, 

swift, abrupt. 

 vertebrate (noun) – an animal that has a backbone 

or spinal column. 

 chart (verb) – outline, describe, detail. 

 course (noun) – plan of action, line of action, 

strategy, approach. 

 Paris Agreement/Accord (noun) – The Paris 

Agreement builds upon the Convention 

(agreement) and for the first time brings all nations 

into a common cause to undertake ambitious 

efforts to combat climate change and adapt to its 

effects, with enhanced support to assist developing 

countries to do so.  

 flora (noun) – the plants in a particular region. 

 fauna (noun) – the animals in a particular region. 

 exploitation (noun) – utilization, use, making use 

of, making the most of, capitalization. 
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 unregulated (adjective) – not restricted. 

 indeed (adverb) – in fact, actually. 

 designated (verb) – identified, recognized, 

classified. 

 irritant (noun) – annoyance, irritation, problem. 

 extraction (noun) – removal/ taking out, 

separation, obtaining, distillation (of resources 

from the natural environment). 

 unseemly (adjective) – improper, inappropriate, 

undignified; ill-advised. 

 due process (noun) – fair treatment (as per  

established principles & procedures). 

 envisage (verb) – foresee, predict, forecast. 

 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) (noun) – a 

process of evaluating the likely environmental 

impacts of a proposed project or development, 

taking into account inter-related socio-economic, 

cultural and human-health impacts, both beneficial 

and adverse. 

 dispense with (phrasal verb) – discard, get rid of, 

do away with. 

 indigenous (adjective) – native/local, domestic. 

 foster (verb) – strengthen, stimulate, 

advance, promote. 

 buffer zone (noun) – an area of land designated for 

environmental protection.   

 set (adjective) – likely, prepared, ready (to do 

something). 

 draw up (phrasal verb) – formulate, create, work 

out. 

 trajectory (noun) – approach, direction/course. 

 clean energy (noun) – renewable energy, green 

energy; energy generated from the natural 

resources (such as water, wind &solar energy). 

 freeze (noun) – suspension, restriction, curb, 

limitation. 

 arid (adjective) – dry, dried up, waterless. 

 the enlightened (noun) – the informed, the 

educated, the knowledgeable, the learned, the 

wise. 

****************************************************************************************** 

THE COST OF PEACE: ON INTRA-AFGHAN TALKS 
Afghanistan should not lose the democratic gains made in the post-Taliban era 

Six months after they were first due to be held, intra-Afghan talks bringing the Taliban face-to-face 

with representatives of the Ashraf Ghani government and Afghan civil society finally got underway in Doha on 

Saturday. The talks, which were a key outcome of the U.S.-Taliban and U.S.-Afghanistan agreements signed in 

February this year, have been delayed for many reasons. To begin with, the Taliban set pre-conditions 

including the release of all its prisoners, while not accepting the basic requirement of a ceasefire. There were 

also delays over the composition of the Afghan negotiating team led by chief negotiator Masoom Stanekzai, 

and differences over appointments between the former rivals, President Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah, who 

was appointed as the head of the High Council for National Reconciliation. There were even concerns over 

whether the all-male Taliban team would deal with the negotiating team, which includes four women. 

However, the biggest obstacle was the release of more than 5,000 Taliban prisoners and about 1,000 Afghan 

soldiers and others held by Taliban militia, as stipulated in the agreements with the U.S. Last month, President 

Ghani said that he would release all but about 400 who were wanted for “serious crimes”, which led to the 

Taliban threatening to call off talks, but resolved after a Loya Jirga of representatives approved the release. 

One final batch of prisoner releases was held up briefly over objections from France and Australia, whose 

soldiers had been killed by them. The silver lining for India, which otherwise views the reconciliation process 

with some foreboding, is that the release of all Taliban prisoners has also meant the safe return of three Indian 

hostages, held since 2018 by the Taliban. 

The hard part begins now. While preliminary rounds held since Saturday have dealt with the structure 

and logistics, the first task for the negotiators is to declare a permanent ceasefire, and stop violence in 

Afghanistan that has claimed another 1,300 civilian lives in the first half of 2020. More difficult challenges will 

emerge as they grapple with the Taliban on how to shape Afghanistan’s future, and whether they can retain 

the constitution and political processes while bringing the insurgents into the mainstream. With the Ghani 

government giving the green signal for the talks in Doha, India has modified its stand, and External Affairs 
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Minister S. Jaishankar attended the inaugural ceremony in Doha via videoconferencing; it was the first ever 

address by an Indian official at a gathering that includes the Taliban (that India still maintains is a terror group). 

While stating that peace in Afghanistan as a result of an “Afghan-led, Afghan owned” process is a desirable 

outcome, he made it clear that India hopes it will not come at the cost of gains made by Afghanistan in the 

post-Taliban era, including democracy, institutions of governance, and the rights of minorities and women. 

 

Meanings of Difficult Words: 

 

 cost (noun) – sacrifice, loss (needed to achieve/get 

something). 

 intra- (prefix) – within. 

 face-to-face (adjective) – personally, in person, 

without an intermediary. 

 get underway (phrase) – to start to happen. 

 to begin with (phrase) – at first, at the outset, at 

the beginning. 

 precondition (noun) – necessary condition, 

 requirement, necessity. 

 ceasefire (noun) – a negotiated agreement that 

will be accompanied by other associated 

commitments to de-escalate the fighting; 

a temporary stoppage of a war, truce, armistice. 

 truce (noun) – an ad-hoc (temporary/makeshift) 

arrangement, arrived at by the combatants 

(fighters), to pause the fighting. 

 cessation of hostilities (phrase) – it means that 

the combatants are willing to stop fighting and to 

restrain their forces. 

 composition (noun) – formation, structure, 

arrangement. 

 negotiator (noun) – mediator, moderator, 

arbitrator, conciliator. 

 difference (noun) – disagreement, difference of 

opinion, misunderstanding. 

 rival (noun) – opponent, adversary, contender, 

competitor. 

 reconciliation (noun) – restoration of 

harmony, rapprochement, resolution, agreement. 

 militia (noun) – armed forces, military unit, 

soldiery (from the civil population to support main 

forces). 

 stipulated (adjective) – specified, demanded, 

stated (as a requirement). 

 call off (phrasal verb) – cancel, abandon, 

shelve/drop. 

 hold up (phrasal verb) – delay, detain, make 

late; put a brake on, stop. 

 briefly (adverb) – temporarily. 

 silver lining (noun) – sign of hope; comforting 

prospect, hopeful or bright side (during difficulty). 

 forebode (verb) – indicate, predict, foretell, 

portend (something, a bad or misfortune 

situation) in advance. 

 hostage (noun) – captive, prisoner, detainee; a 

person under custody of someone as security for 

performance against a demand/pledge; pawn, 

security. 

 logistics (noun) – planning, management, 

arrangement (of a complex operation). 

 grapple with (verb) – tackle, confront, deal 

with, cope with. 

 insurgent (noun) – dissenter, agitator/rioter, 

subversive.  

 mainstream (noun) – something (certain 

beliefs/ideas/activities) which are accepted or 

recognized by most people as a normal or typical. 

 stand (noun) – approach, policy, perspective, 

posture, viewpoint, standpoint. 

 inaugural (adjective) – first, initial, introductory. 

 ceremony (noun) – event, gathering, get-together. 

 address (noun) – speak, talk, discourse. 

 make clear (phrase) – explain, clarify, elucidate. 

 at the cost of (phrase) – at the expense of, at the 

sacrifice of, at the loss of.  
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